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Arctic Light Hotel
Lapland, Finland, 2015
The Arctic Light Hotel is a brand new contemporary hotel in Rovaniemi in the heart of Lapland.
Situated at the Arctic Circle it offers unique combination of unspoiled nature, comfort, style
and excellent service. Since the last refurbishment Jablocom is part of it.
In the spring 2015 the former City Hall of Rovaniemi was reconverted into a stylish boutique
hotel and opened its doors to first visitors. Fifty-seven spacious individually styled rooms and
suites and delightful restaurant offer supreme comfort and personalized stay at the Arctic Circle.
Jablocom Phone Solution was chosen as telecommunication system in the hotel. Thanks to it the
owners were able to avoid a considerable investment into the PBX system and laying
telecommunication cables through the building. Moreover the flexibility of the entire system
was appreciated. Hotels at this level are expected to completely refurbish interiors every few
years and any fixed infrastructure unnecessarily increases expenses.
Today Essence phones can be found in every room, as well as at the reception and in the offices.
All phones are administered via cloud platform JabloTool. It ensures that contact list is
synchronized to all phones in the hotel and user rights are properly managed. Calls from rooms
are restricted to intra-hotel calls and emergency numbers only.
In daily operation Jablocom Phone Solution works well and does not require any special
maintenance. The predicted savings of both investment and operational costs were fully
confirmed.
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Facts and figures
Initial condition:
 Newly refurbished boutique hotel with
sixty phone lines located in functionalist
building
 Owner wanted to avoid investment into
PBX system and wiring
 Calling restriction requested (intra-hotel
calls and emergency numbers only)

Solution:
 Jablocom Essence phones (60 pcs)
administered via JabloTool cloud
platform

Cut costs in your company

Other sources

Would you like to know more about our
solution and how it can help you cut
telecommunication costs?
Please, contact us.

Phone Solution website
jablocom.com/phonesolution

JABLOCOM s.r.o.
V Nivách 12
466 01 Jablonec nad Nisou
Czech Republic
sales@jablocom.com
www.jablocom.com
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Results:
 Reliable and maintenance-free
operation
 Significant savings on investment

Phone Solution calculator
jablocom.com/phonesolution/calculator/

